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Abstract: This paper presents a numerical model for simulating melting and solidification driven
by natural convection, and validates it against a previous experiment. The experiment involved
filling a rectangular aluminum enclosure with RT28HC Phase Change Material (PCM) to 95% of
its capacity. To investigate the thermal behavior of the PCM during phase change, the enclosure
underwent independent heating and cooling procedures. The simulation was conducted using
ANSYS CFX®, and the additional heat source (AHS) method was implemented in conjunction with
the Boussinesq approximation to account for the latent heat during melting and solidification driven
by natural convection. This allowed the calculation of temperature fields, the melted fraction, and
fluid dynamics during phase change. The momentum equations were modified to include a source
term that accounted for a gradual decrease in fluid velocity as the PCM transitions from solid to
liquid. To account for density variation, an artificial specific heat curve was implemented based on the
assumption that the product of density and specific heat remains constant during phase change. The
proposed numerical model achieved good agreement with the experimental data, with an average
root mean square error of 2.6% and 3.7% for temperature profiles during charging and discharging
simulations, respectively. This model can be easily implemented in ANSYS CFX® and accurately
predicts charging and discharging kinetics, as well as stored/released energy, without any numerical
convergence issues.

Keywords: phase change material (PCM); additional heat source method (AHS); natural convection;
computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

1. Introduction

Phase change materials (PMCs) play a crucial role in improving energy efficiency
in various applications, from electronics to buildings [1]. PCMs are widely used for
temperature regulation due to their energy storage capacity and isothermal behavior
during phase change [2–5]. However, the low thermal conductivity of PCMs is a major
drawback for their practical applications, resulting in slower heat transfer and lower heat
storage and release rates [6,7]. The use of enclosures made of high thermal conductivity
materials (macrocapsules), nanoparticles, and the incorporation of metallic fins within the
PCM bulk have been recognized as effective techniques to enhance heat transfer rates and
mitigate the limitations posed by the low thermal conductivity of PCMs [8,9]. According to
the literature, different enclosure shapes have been found to have a significant influence on
the thermal performance of thermal energy storage units [10,11].

In macro-encapsulated or free-form PCMs, heat transfer mechanisms during charging
and discharging processes take place primarily through conduction and natural convection,
the last being the most important process, especially in the melt region [12–14]. Numerical
modeling of solid–liquid phase change problems is challenging due to their nonlinear
nature at moving interfaces and the changes in the thermo-physical properties between
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phases. Despite the publication of numerous numerical studies over the past decade, there
is still a lack of accurate numerical replication and validation of experiments.

In the literature, many studies have validated their phase change models using di-
mensionless parameters, but few have directly compared temperature profiles within the
PCM. Numerical methods for modeling solid–liquid phase change can be classified into
two categories: deforming-grid and fixed-grid methods [15–18]. While deforming-grid
methods offer higher accuracy in localizing the phase interface, fixed-grid methods are
computationally more efficient and employ well-established numerical techniques, making
it possible to incorporate phase change modeling into commercial computational fluid dy-
namics software. There are several fixed-grid methods available for modeling phase change,
including the enthalpy method, the heat capacity method, the temperature-transforming
model, and the additional heat source method [19].

Early models based on the enthalpy formulation were investigated by Morgan [20],
Gartling [21], and Voller [22–24]. These models formulated latent heat effects as a source
term with linearization to improve numerical stability [25]. Brent et al. [26] used the
enthalpy–porosity approach for modeling the convection–diffusion phase change, which
achieved accurate results without requiring variable transformations. The enthalpy–porosity
method has gained popularity within the research community and has been integrated into
commercial CFD software packages, including ANSYS Fluent®, which incorporates a built-
in phase-change model. This model has been used to investigate the thermal performance
of PCMs, as demonstrated in the work of Prieto et al. [27], where they assessed the fluid
and heat transfer in PCM panels arranged both vertically and horizontally. Furthermore,
the application of the enthalpy–porosity method has extended to practical scenarios. For
instance, Wang et al. [28] investigated the impact of different fin geometries on enhancing
the heat transfer performance of latent thermal energy storage systems. Additionally,
Frazzica et al. [29] employed ANSYS Fluent® to simulate a hybrid sensible–latent thermal
energy storage system for supplying hot water on board ships.

Solving the solid–liquid phase change problem requires the use of the Navier–Stokes
equations, adopting either the incompressible or compressible formulation. These equations
are commonly solved using uncoupled solvers based on pressure discretization schemes
such as SIMPLE, PISO, PRESTO!, and Body-Force-Weighted [30]. However, coupled solvers
such as the one used in ANSYS CFX®, which employs the Rhie–Chow interpolation method,
may take longer to solve each iteration due to their complexity. Nevertheless, they tend to
converge faster overall since they only need to converge the non-linear terms once, rather
than repeatedly solving the linear terms separately. The ANSYS CFX® software lacks a
built-in phase-change model; thus, users are responsible for developing their own models
to simulate phase-change phenomena. This lack of a dedicated model can potentially lead
to unreliable results and necessitates additional time for modeling and calibration.

There are only a few studies in the literature that have used ANSYS CFX® software to
simulate phase change materials, such as those found in [31–34]. These studies primarily
integrate source terms into the energy and momentum equations. One such method,
the heat source method, involves incorporating latent heat in the energy equation via
a time-varying term based on the melting fraction, and has been shown to yield good
results in previous works [35–40]. To ensure that the velocity in the solid phase is small
enough to be considered negligible, various solid velocity correction methods have been
employed, including the switch-off method [20,21], variable viscosity [21,22,41–45], and
the source term [18]. All methods require large numerical approximations to calculate the
solid viscosity or scale the solid velocity, which can result in divergence problems. The
source term method in the momentum equations is widely used by researchers working
with commercial software.

The objective of this work is to develop a simple methodology using the additional
source terms in the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations in ANSYS CFX® to model
the solid–liquid phase change with natural convection, including the validation of the
numerical predictions against reliable experimental results. The numerical predictions will
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be validated using experimental data obtained from a previously developed laboratory
setup designed to study heat transfer with solid–liquid phase changes within a rectangular
enclosure [8,46,47]. The developed model holds promise in aiding engineers in the design
and analysis of practical applications using ANSYS CFX®, including PCM-based thermal
energy storage systems, heat exchangers, and electronic applications [3,48–50].

2. PCM-Based Sample and Experimental Method

The thermal energy storage (TES) unit under study (as shown in Figure 1a) is a
300 × 300 × 30 aluminum enclosure with 2 mm thick walls and an aspect ratio (A = W/H) of
11.385. It is filled with 95% PCM (RT28HC). The experiments reported by Soares et al. [8,46,47]
were used to validate the numerical simulations of the TES unit. In the laboratory setup, the
PCM-based sample was fixed in a vertical position and thermally insulated on its smaller
border faces, so that only the right and left larger surfaces were thermally active. On the
left side of the enclosure, a heating module holding a 64 W electrical resistance (the hot
plate) was tightly fixed to perform charging experiments. During the charging process, as
shown in Figure 1a, a thermal insulation board was placed on the right side of the sample
to ensure adiabatic conditions.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the: (a) physical domain, (b) distribution of the K-type thermocouples on the cold
and hot plates of the test sample, and (c) on the mid-plane section of the TES unit (units [mm]).

For discharging, a cooling module holding a heat exchanger fed by a thermally reg-
ulated water flow (the cold plate) was placed tightly on the right side of the PCM-based
sample, and a thermal insulation board was placed on the left side of the sample to ensure
adiabatic conditions.

Before each charging experiment, the TES unit was pre-cooled to 13 ◦C and the hot
plate was pre-heated to 55 ◦C. The charging experiment was stopped when the temperatures
measured by all sensors within the PCM reached 55 ◦C. The discharging experiment was
initiated after the charging process and was stopped when the PCM bulk temperature
reached 14 ◦C, as specified by the thermostat of the cold water bath. Twenty-one K-
type thermocouples were distributed on the left and right surfaces of the test sample
to measure the surfaces’ transient evolution (Figure 1b). TH (t) and TC (t) represent the
average temperatures measured on the hot and cold plates, respectively. These temperature
profiles were used as time-varying boundary conditions in the numerical simulations.
Five K-type thermocouples were placed on the mid-plane of the TES unit to measure the
temperature distribution within the PCM domain during the charging and discharging
processes (Figure 1c).

The data acquisition system consisted of several Pico® TC-08 thermocouple data
loggers (with an accuracy of±0.2%, corresponding to±0.5 ◦C) connected to a computer and
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controlled by the PicoLog® data acquisition program. Data from all sensors were collected
and stored at 30-s intervals. Further details about the experimental setup, instrumentation,
and procedure can be found in references [8,46,47].

3. Material Properties

The accurate modeling of melting and solidification driven by natural convection in
PCM RT28HC requires a comprehensive understanding of its thermo-physical properties.
Data provided by manufacturers is often incomplete or uncertain, leading to potential
errors in simulations. The main thermo-physical properties of the RT28HC were previously
determined [8] and compared with the manufacturer’s specifications, as presented in
Table 1. The data sheet of the manufacturer states that the heat storage capacity of the PCM
was considered as a combination of latent and sensible heat in a temperature range of 21
to 36 ◦C, and the density of the PCM was measured at 15 and 40 ◦C for solid and liquid
phases, respectively. The melting area was in the range of 27–29 ◦C with the main peak at
28 ◦C, while the congealing area was in the range of 29–27 ◦C with the main peak at 27 ◦C.
As noted by Dutil et al. [51], it is imperative to have a clear understanding of the PCM’s
overall thermal behavior to avoid intrinsic inaccuracies in simulations.

Table 1. Main thermo-physical properties of the PCM-based samples used in the experiments.

Macroencapsulated RT28HC PCM

Measured Values [8] Data from Manufacturer [52]

Melting peak temperature, Tm [◦C] 27.55 ± 0.19 28
Solidification peak temperature, Ts [◦C] 25.71 ± 0.10 27

Heat storage capacity [kJ/kg] 250 ± 7.5% [21–36 ◦C]
Latent heat [kJ/kg]

Melting, Lm 258.1 ± 5.1 [20–30 ◦C] 250
Solidification, Ls 251.9 ± 6.7 [20–27 ◦C] 250

Specific heat [J/kg·◦C]
Solid, cp,s 1652 ± 105 [0–20 ◦C] 2000

Liquid, cp,l 2021 ± 120 [35–45 ◦C] 2000
Thermal conductivity [W/(m·◦C)]

Solid, ks ≈0.34 ± 0.00 0.2
Liquid, kl ≈0.19 ± 0.00 0.2

Volumetric mass density, ρ [kg/m3]
Solid, ρs - 880

Liquid, ρl - 770
Thermal expansion, β [K−1] - 0.001
Dynamic viscosity, µ [Pa.s] - 3.1 × 10−3

The measurement of thermal conductivity was carried out using the transient plane
source (TPS) method, which was performed on Hot Disk TPS 2500 S equipment. The
measurements were conducted in the temperature range of 0 to 50 ◦C, with a temperature
interval of 5 ◦C [8]. The melting and solidification temperatures, as well as the latent heat
of fusion and solidification, were determined through modulated differential scanning
calorimetry (MDSC) using a Q100 model equipment from TA Instruments [8]. The specific
heat of both the solid and liquid phases were also obtained through the same MDSC
measurements.

The melting and solidification peak temperatures determined through experiments
were lower than the values provided by the manufacturer. The difference between the
melting temperature (Tm) and the solidification temperature (Ts) is referred to as the
hysteresis temperature difference (∆Thyst) and must be considered in the simulations. In
the present case, the experimental value for ∆Thyst is ≈ 2 ◦C. The measured values for the
latent heat of fusion (Lm), specific heat in the liquid state (cp,l), and thermal conductivity
in the liquid state (kl) were consistent with the manufacturer’s data sheet. However, the
values for the solid-state properties (cp,s and ks) were slightly lower than those provided by
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the manufacturer. The manufacturer’s data sheet provides constant values for both solid
and liquid phases. The weight of the PCM was determined by weighing the TES units,
both empty and filled.

The thermal expansion coefficient of the PCM is given by:

β = − 1
ρre f

∂ρl

∂T

∣∣∣∣∣
Tm

(1)

where ρre f is taken as the mean density between the solid and liquid state and ρl is the
density in the liquid region.

The thermo-physical properties of the aluminum enclosure used to heat or cool down
the PCM, as well as the properties of the air cavity above the PCM, are presented in Table 2.
The air domain was set to constant temperature at 25 ◦C for the purpose of the simulation.

Table 2. Thermo-physical properties of the enclosure and air.

Aluminium [53] Air at 25 ◦C

Density, ρ [kg/m3] 2707 1.185
Specific heat, cp [J/(kg·◦C)] 896 1004.4

Thermal conductivity, k
[W/(m·◦C)] 204 0.0261

Dynamic viscosity, µ [Pa·s] - 1.83 × 10−5

Thermal expansion, β [K−1] - 0.003356

4. Numerical Model

The numerical model developed to reproduce experiments was comprehensive consid-
ering several simplifications and assumptions. The model was built using the commercial
computational fluid dynamics ANSYS CFX®. The Navier–Stokes equations for energy,
momentum, and continuity were solved using a fixed-grid finite volume method, with
elements based on cell vertex. Source terms were added to the energy equation to simulate
the latent heat during phase change and to the momentum equations to ensure that the
material velocity was zero during the solid state. The density difference in the liquid phase
due to the non-uniform temperature field creates buoyancy and associated liquid phase
movements. Therefore, the Navier–Stokes equations had to be solved to accurately model
these effects. Vogel and Thess [54] compared the volume of fluid method that considers
variable properties with a simplified model that uses the Boussinesq approximation and
constant properties. They found that the simplified model is not capable of reproducing
the melting process with enough detail, but it is still sufficiently accurate for the design
of latent thermal energy storage systems. In light of this, the present model incorporates
the Boussinesq approximation, which assumes constant density and disregards volume
expansion during the phase change. Additionally, the following assumptions were made
in the numerical model:

1. Heat transfer within the PCM and air domain occurs through conduction and convection;
2. The flow of liquid phase in the PCM is considered to be incompressible;
3. Both the air and PCM flows are assumed to be laminar, which is supported by a

Rayleigh number below 108, indicating a buoyancy-induced laminar flow [55];
4. Viscous dissipation is neglected in the liquid phase of the PCM;
5. The hysteresis of melting and solidification is accounted for by considering a ∆Thyst

value in the problem formulation, considering the differences between Lm and Ls, and
assuming the different heating and cooling responses of the PCM;

6. The thermo-physical properties of the materials are assumed to be independent of
temperature, except for the PCM-based materials, where the specific heat capacity
(cp) and thermal conductivity (k) are considered to differ between the solid and liquid
phases, and thermal conductivity is assumed to vary with temperature;
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7. The influence of PCM expansion and contraction during phase change is not con-
sidered, resulting in a constant density assumption, although this effect is implicitly
considered in the temperature-dependent artificial curve for specific heat capacity;

8. All materials are assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic.

The experimental setup was developed to enable the future validation of a simplified
two-dimensional numerical model. To expedite model calibration and analysis, the inclu-
sion of a 3D configuration was deemed unnecessary for this case study. By adopting this
approach, a substantial reduction in computational time was achieved while still accurately
predicting the charging and discharging kinetics, as well as the stored and released energy.
To overcome the limitation of CFX not allowing 2D simulations, the third dimension was
treated as equivalent to the height and width of the control volume. As a result, only one
layer of elements was employed in the direction of thickness.

4.1. Mathematical Model

The numerical model for the phase change thermal energy storage system used the
unsteady Navier–Stokes equations, which are standard for modeling incompressible flows.
These equations are represented by the continuity equation (Equation (2)), the momentum
equation (Equation (3)), and the energy equation (Equation (5)).

The continuity equation is:
∇.U = 0 (2)

The momentum conservation equation is:

ρ
∂U
∂t

+ ρ∇.(U ⊗U) = −∇p +∇.τ + Sb + SM (3)

where ρ [kg/m3] is the density, which is constant for an incompressible flow; t [s] is the
time; U [m/s] is the velocity of fluid; p [Pa] is the pressure; Sb and SM are source terms
[kg/(m2·s2)]; and τ is the stress tensor, which is related to the strain rate by

τ = µ

(
∇U + (∇U)T − 2

3
δ∇ ·U

)
(4)

The thermal energy equation, suitable for low-speed flows and where the variable-
density effects are negligible, is written as:

ρ
∂
(
cpT

)
∂t

+ ρ∇.(Uh) = −∇ · (k∇T) + τ : ∇U + S f (5)

where cp [J/(kg·◦C)] is the specific heat at constant pressure, T [◦C] is the temperature, k
[W/(m·◦C)] the thermal conductivity, and Sf is the additional heat source term [W/m3].
Since the viscous dissipation is neglected,

τ : ∇U = 0 (6)

For the buoyancy calculation, a source term is added to the momentum equation
as follows:

Sb =
(

ρ− ρre f

)
g (7)

where g [m/s2] is the gravitational acceleration. Because the Boussinesq approximation
is being used, a constant reference density ρref is used in all terms except in the buoyancy
source term. The buoyancy source term is modeled as:(

ρ− ρre f

)
= −ρre f β

(
T − Tre f

)
β
(

T − Tre f

)
<< 1.0 (8)

The thermal expansion is given by Equation (1), and Tref is the buoyancy reference
temperature which was equal to the average temperature of the PCM domain.
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4.1.1. Additional Heat Source Method

The additional heat source term, S(f ), was included to account for the local rate of
latent heat being stored or released during the phase change, which is caused by the
variation in the PCM’s melted fraction, f (T). This term is expressed as:

S( f ) = −ρ Lm
∂ f
∂T

∂T
∂t

(9)

As noted by Heim [56], the value of this term is negative when the PCM is receiving
energy and is positive when the material is releasing the stored heat. This term is equal
to zero when the PCM temperature is outside of its phase-change temperature range,
i.e., when T ≤ T1m and T ≥ T2m (for charging), and when T ≤ T1s and T ≥ T2s (for
discharging). The PCM’s melted fraction is obtained at each time step as a function of the
computed temperature T (Figure 2), as follows:

f (T) =



0 , T ≤ T1K;

fK

(
T − T1K

∆T1K

)
, T1K < T < TK;

fK + (1− fK)

(
T − TK
∆T2K

)
, TK < T < T2K;

1 , T ≥ T2K;

K = m, s (10)

fK =
∆T1K
∆TK

; K = m, s (11)

Figure 2. Sketch of the evolution of the PCM melted fraction with temperature for the AHS method.

Equation (10) was used to model the charging and discharging processes using the
AHS method. When defining the variables fm and fs through Equation (11), the resulting
melted fraction f (T) exhibits linear variation in the mushy region. However, in cases where
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the PCM has significantly different values of fm and fs, the modeler may wish to specify
peak values of the melted fraction in these regions using two-step linear formulations, as
shown schematically in Figure 2.

For reasons of simplification, fm = fs = 0.5 was considered in the present study re-
sulting in a one-step linear variation of f (T). However, alternative approaches in the
literature [57,58] employ sine or Gaussian functions to predict the evolution of the melted
fraction of the PCM.

In order to ensure numerical convergence, a linearization or source coefficient must
be established for the nonlinear source [59]. This can be achieved by using the following
expression to set the source coefficient in CFX:

∂S(T)
∂T

= −a · ρL
∆t

, where

 a = 0 ,T1m ≥ T ≥ T2m

a =
1

∆Tm
,T1m < T < T2m

(12)

where ∆t [s] is the time step. For stability reasons, the source coefficient must have
negative value.

4.1.2. Momentum Source Method

To address the phase transition from liquid to solid, CFX provides two methods for
solving the Navier–Stokes equation: using momentum source terms or increasing the
effective viscosity as a function of temperature. However, the latter method can result in
high numerical instabilities and temperature fluctuations. Alternatively, CFX allows for
direct specification of the momentum source, SM, by defining a force per unit volume in a
specific direction.

The momentum sources are set for the three directional components by:

SM,x = −C( f )
(
Ux −Uspec

)
SM,y = −C( f )

(
Uy −Uspec

)
SM,z = −C( f )

(
Uz −Uspec

) (13)

The function C(f ) depends on the liquid phase fraction, which is described in Equation (10).
The velocity vector is then multiplied by this function, where Uspec [m/s] represents the
specified velocity in the solid phase, which is set to 0 m/s. When the function takes on large
values in the solid phase, it forces the velocities to converge towards zero values within the
linear system [26]. The function C(f ) (Equation (14)) is used to make the momentum equa-
tions mimic the Carman–Kozeny equations [60] for flow in porous media. Carman–Zozeny
deals with fluid flow through porous media, but in this study, the conventional concept of
porosity was replaced by a function f (T). This represents a novel approach, diverging from
the methods proposed and employed in previous research works, including the work by
Brent et al. [26].

C( f ) = C
(1− f (T))2

f (T)3 + 0.001
(14)

The constant C [kg/(m3 s)] represents the mushy region constant and plays a signifi-
cant role in the kinetic processes within the mushy region. It reflects the morphology of
the melting front, which affects the phase transition from liquid to solid. To avoid division
by zero, a small number of 0.001 is introduced in Equation (14). Shmueli et al. [30] have
studied the influence of the constant C. In the literature, C values of 105 (e.g., [61–63])
or 106 (e.g., [54,64]) are commonly used. In a study conducted by Fadl et al. [65], it was
concluded that smaller values (<105) lead to unrealistic predictions of the melt front de-
velopment, while higher values (106) result in delayed melting predictions for the PCM.
Ebrahimi et al. [66] found that the solid–liquid interphase morphology and the rate of
phase change are highly sensitive to the C value, depending on the thickness of the mushy
zone and velocity fields. After conducting exploratory numerical simulations, and for this
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specific PCM, a value of 105 was chosen for C in this study to avoid numerical divergence
issues and unrealistic predictions.

To enhance numerical convergence, the momentum source coefficient in ANSYS CFX®

setup was set to be—C(f ). Both the momentum source, SM, and C(f ) were incorporated into
the Rhie–Chow redistribution algorithm and coefficient, respectively, to ensure that the
mass flow aligns with the specified velocity.

4.1.3. Modeling of Material Properties

The material properties of the PCM were modeled using the Boussinesq approximation,
which assumes that the density is constant in all terms except for the linearized buoyancy
term in the momentum equation. The selected reference density was that of the solid
state, although the melting process is governed by natural convection in the liquid state.
Consequently, the amount of sensible heat in the liquid state could be overestimated. To
address this issue, the specific heat was adjusted in the liquid state based on energy balances.

cp,l.eq =
ρre f cp,s

ρl
(15)

where cp,l.eq [kJ/(kg·◦C)] is the equivalent specific heat at the onset of the liquid state.
Additionally, as the density decreases with temperature in the liquid state, as described in
Equation (8), the specific heat during the liquid state, cp,l (T) [kJ/(kg·◦C)] can be calculated
as follows:

cp,l(T) =
1

β(T − T2m) + 1
cp,l,eq (16)

The specific heat capacity during the phase change depends on the fraction that
has melted:

cp(T) = f · cp,l.eq + (1− f )cp,s (17)

The variation in volumetric heat capacity (VHC) with temperature is presented in
Figure 3a. The thermal conductivity was implemented in the CFX simulations using the
measured values shown in Figure 3b [8], and it was assumed to have a linear variation
during the phase change. Although the material datasheet provided a constant value for
dynamic viscosity, which is a temperature-dependent property, the dynamic viscosity, µ
[kg/(m.s)], of the PCM was calculated using the following function:

µ = exp
(

A +
B
T

)
(18)

where the constant coefficients were established as A = −3.8 and B = 1790.

Figure 3. Variation in (a) volumetric heat capacity (VHC) and (b) variation in thermal conductivity [8]
with temperature.
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4.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions were imposed on the vertical surfaces on the left and right of
the rectangular enclosure and were set to the values of TH (t) and TC (t) recorded during the
charging and discharging experiments on the PCM-based sample, as illustrated in Figure 4.
The top and bottom boundaries were assumed to be adiabatic. As previously mentioned,
CFX does not support the use of 2D models, so a depth with the same size as the control
volume height and width was considered. At the front and back surfaces of the enclosure,
symmetry conditions were imposed. The inner walls of the enclosure were set with zero
fluid velocity (no-slip wall condition), resulting in no relative movement between the fluid
and the wall. Since the numerical model simulates the interface between air and PCM using
a fixed grid and incompressible flow, the interface between both fluids was established as
follows: zero velocity at the interface between air and PCM on the air domain side and
free-slip wall on the PCM side (Figure 4), allowing the PCM fluid to adopt the velocity of
the interface. To enable CFX-Pre to recognize the two different fluid materials, the beta
features must be enabled, and the constant domain physics needs to be disabled [31].

Figure 4. Sketch of the numerical domains and boundary conditions.

The Initial conditions were set to be equal to those Imposed In the experiments, as de-
scribed in Section 2. At the beginning of the charging simulations for the TES unit, the numer-
ical domain was assumed to be at a uniform temperature of (Ti)t=0 = (TPCM)t=0 = 13.07 ◦C.
During the charging simulation, both the PCM and air domains were initialized with zero
velocity (u0, v0, w0) and zero pressure (p0). The charging simulation concludes when the
temperature of the PCM, TPCM, reaches 55 ◦C. In contrast, the discharging simulation ends
when TPCM reaches 14 ◦C. The discharging simulation uses the temperature and velocity
fields achieved at the end of the charging simulation as its initial conditions.

At each time step, the total PCM melted fraction, F, is calculated during charging and
discharging, according to:

F =
∑i ∑j ∑k fi,j,k

NCV
(19)

The local melted fraction of the PCM, fi,j,k, is calculated at each control volume (I,j,k)
in the simulation considering the total number of control volumes (NCV). To assess the
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accuracy of the simulation, the root mean square error (RMSE) measures the standard
deviation of the errors in the temperature prediction as follows:

RMSE (%) =

√
∑n

i=1(TE, i−TN,i)
2

n

R
× 100 (20)

where TE, I and TN, I are the experimental and numerical temperature at T1 to T5 for a given
time step I, n the number of data points, and R represents the range of temperature between
initial conditions and final results. Additionally, the time required for complete melting
(tm,num) and solidification (ts,num) of the PCM in the numerical domain during the charging
and discharging simulations, respectively, are computed. The derivate of temperature is
used to identify the transition times between the melting and solidification plateaus, which
are often reported as “extended plateaus” in the literature.

The total energy stored or released by the PCM-based TES units during charging and
discharging, Em,1 and Es,1, respectively, can be calculated by integrating the instantaneous
heat rate across the aluminum–PCM interface over time. To determine the effectiveness of
the simulated charging cycle of the PCM, the value of Em,1 will be compared to the value
of the stored energy during a complete simulated charging cycle of the PCM, Em,2. Em,2 is
calculated by using the distribution of temperature in the PCM domain at the beginning
and at the end of each charging simulation, as given by Equation (21). In Equation (21), the
volume of each control volume occupied by the PCM is represented by V. The final and
initial temperatures reached by the PCM at each control volume (I,j,k) are represented by
Tf and Ti, respectively. The same procedure is considered for the discharging simulations,
where Es,1 is compared to Es,2.

Em,2 = ∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

ρi.j.k Vi.j.k

[
cps(T1,m − Ti) +

( cps + cpl

2

)
(T2,m − T1,m) + Lm + cpl(Tf − T2m)

]
(21)

4.3. Numerical Procedure

The analytical heat source (AHS) method was implemented using ANSYS CFX®,
which is a control volume-based code that uses cell vertex finite volume discretization
with a high-resolution advection scheme. The rectangular geometry was discretized using
ANSYS meshing, resulting in a structured quadrilateral mesh. Stability, convergence, and
mesh independence were evaluated to ensure that the solution did not change significantly
with further refinements of the spatial discretization. Mesh independence was achieved
when the variation of the total stored (Em,1 and Em,2) or released energy (Es,1 and Es,2)
between two consecutively refined meshes (at a mesh refinement ratio of 1.5) was lower
than 2% for the charging and discharging simulations. The optimal control volume size of
0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm3 was determined through a mesh dependency study, leading to a mesh
with 36000 elements and 76064 nodes.

An adaptive time-step approach was employed with the following parameters: (i) a
minimum and maximum time step of 2 s and 10 s, respectively; (ii) an initial time step
of 0.001 s; and (iii) convergence was based on the Courant number of 0.5, considering
the mesh size, time step size, and fluid velocity predictions. The simulation was consid-
ered converged when the root mean square (RMS) residuals met a target of 10−6, with a
maximum of 100 iterations allowed per time step. Additionally, global imbalances were
monitored and maintained below 1%. The simulations were performed using an Intel Core
i9-7900x CPU@3.30 GHz with 32 GB RAM–20 logical processors used during calculation.

5. Results and Discussion

After a complete analysis and considering the assumptions mentioned above, the
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model was validated. A comparison between the
measured temperature profiles at five different points and the corresponding numerical
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results is shown Figure 5a,c for the charging and discharging simulations, respectively. The
RMSE, the time required for complete melting (tm,num) and solidification (ts,num), and the
energy storage and release were calculated using both measured and numerical data and
they are presented in Table 3. During the charging process, there was good agreement
between the measured and numerical temperature profiles, with RMSE values ranging
from 2.5% to 3.6% at points T1 to T4, respectively. However, for T5, a RMSE value of 9.8%
was obtained. This point, located near the enclosure’s bottom surface, showed a higher
deviation, possibly due to the sensor placement being affected by the liquid movement. As
shown in Table 3, the time required for complete melting from T1 to T4 is similar between
the numerical and experimental results, with a difference of only 44 and 34 s, respectively.
However, there is a significant difference of 850 s between the numerical and experimental
melting times at T5.

Figure 5. Time evolution of temperature profiles measured and numerical, during charging (a) and
discharging (c), as well as numerical velocity profiles during charging (b) and discharging (d).
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Table 3. Computed variables during charging and discharging vs. experimental results.

Charging Discharging

Em ,1
(kJ)

Em ,2
(kJ) Point tm ,numerical

(s)
tm ,experimental

(s)
RMSE

(%)
Es ,1
(kJ)

Es ,2
(kJ) Point ts ,numerical

(s)
ts ,experimental

(s)
RMSE

(%)

702.9 702.9 T1 4336 4380 2.5 625.8 625.8 T1 29,304 14,040 5.3
T2 6316 5820 2.7 T2 29,264 21,270 3.9
T3 7528 7230 2.3 T3 29,246 23,700 3.5
T4 8516 8550 3.6 T4 29,236 26,430 3.1
T5 9500 10,350 9.8 T5 29,238 26,460 3.0

The CFD model used in the study was able to replicate the buoyancy forces that are
responsible for the motion of the fluid due to the temperature gradient. Figure 5b illustrates
the effect of these forces on the velocity profiles at each point, showing an increase in
velocity when the zone near each point completely melts. Natural convection enhances
the melting process from top to bottom, leading to thermal stratification. It was also
observed that the buoyancy effect becomes more dominant towards the end of the melting
process. After the first stage of melting, which is dominated by conduction, heat transfer
by convection becomes dominant.

The energy storage values (Em,1 and Em,2) in Table 3 show that the enclosure can store
up to 703 kJ of energy. However, when simulating the enclosure as a pure diffusion problem
without considering natural convection and liquid motion, the energy storage is reduced
to 609 kJ. This indicates the importance of considering natural convection in accurately
predicting the energy storage capacity of the system.

During the discharging simulations, natural convection was found to be dominant
in the initial stages of solidification, as shown by the velocity profiles in Figure 5d. The
velocity gradually decreased to zero as the PCM solidified. However, the CFD model did
not fully capture the thermal stratification observed in the experiments, possibly due to
assumptions made in the model. For example, the model assumed a static temperature
on the sides of the enclosure, which did not account for the initial thermal stratification
of the lateral sides. In addition, the CFD model did not consider the thermal expansion
that occurs during the liquid stage, which could have affected the initial conditions of
the solidification front. The PCM solidified almost simultaneously, with the solidification
process occurring between 29,238 and 29,304 s, which was in good agreement with the
experimental data. However, in the experimental setup, the PCM solidified from top to
bottom, whereas the model did not fully capture this thermal stratification. This could have
been influenced by the thermal boundary conditions unaccounted for on the lateral sides
of the enclosure. Despite these limitations, the numerical model accurately replicated the
behavior of the PCM during the liquid and solid phases. The RMSE values for T1 and T5 are
5.3% and 3.0%, respectively. Table 3 shows that the total energy released during discharge
is 625.8 kJ for Em,1 and Em,2. However, when natural convection was not considered during
the first stages of solidification, the energy released was only 508 kJ.

Figure 6 illustrates the liquid phase fraction during charging and discharging simula-
tions calculated using Equation (19). The results indicate that it takes 9586 s for the PCM
to completely melt and around 30,074 s to solidify. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of
temperature, melted PCM fraction, and velocity contours for the computational domain
during charging simulations. The melting front starts from the top and gradually moves
towards the bottom, with the left side of the enclosure near the warm side having a more
prominent melting front. Due to the high thermal conductivity of the aluminum enclosure,
the inner surfaces heat up rapidly, resulting in fast melting of the PCM at these interfaces.
Additionally, the velocity contours illustrate higher velocities generated by gravity near
the melting front, leading to some fluid recirculation between the solid PCM and walls.
In contrast, Figure 8 displays the contours for discharging simulations, showing an initial
thermal stratification at the beginning of the simulation during the liquid stage, followed
by uniform solidification of the PCM.
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Figure 6. Liquid phase fraction: (a) charging; (b) discharging.

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Color contours for the charging phase time evolution of (a) temperature, T; (b) melted
fraction, f ; (c) velocity.

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. Color contours for the discharging phase time evolution of (a) temperature, T; (b) melted
fraction, f ; (c) velocity.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a numerical model implemented in ANSYS CFX® that accurately
simulates the melting and solidification behavior of a phase change material (PCM) system
driven by natural convection. The model, validated through a comparison of simulated and
measured temperature profiles, demonstrates good agreement, with RMSE values ranging
from 2.5% to 9.8% during the charging process. The study highlights the importance of
natural convection in accurately predicting the energy storage capacity of a system and
shows that neglecting this effect can lead to significant underestimation. Moreover, the
CFD model accurately replicates the behavior of the PCM during melting and solidification
processes and provides insights into the buoyancy forces responsible for fluid motion due
to temperature gradients. While some limitations were encountered during discharging
simulations, the CFD model still provides accurate predictions of PCM behavior during
liquid and solid phases, with RMSE values ranging from 3.0% to 5.3%. Finally, the validated
CFD model can be used to optimize the design and operation of PCM-based thermal energy
storage systems in various applications, including solar heating and cooling, building
thermal management, and industrial waste heat recovery. In conclusion, this study offers
valuable insights into the behavior of PCMs under natural convection and highlights the
importance of considering this effect when designing and optimizing PCM-based thermal
energy storage systems.
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Nomenclature

A cavity aspect ratio (-)
C mushy region constant (-)
cp specific heat (J kg−1 ◦C−1)
cpl,eq equivalent specific heat at onset of the liquid state (J kg−1 ◦C−1)
Em energy stored during charging (J)
Es energy released during discharging (J)
f local PCM melted fraction (-)
F total PCM melted fraction (-)
g gravitational acceleration (m s−2)
h specific enthalpy (J kg−1)
k thermal conductivity (W m−1 ◦C−1)
L latent heat (J kg−1)
NCV total number of control volumes (-)
S heat source term (W m−3)
Sf Energy source—heat source term (W m−3)
SM momentum source (W m−3)
t time (s)
tm,exp time required for melting all the PCM domain in the charging experiment (s)
ts,exp time required for solidifying all the PCM domain in the discharging experiment (s)
tm,num time required for melting all the PCM domain in the charging simulation (s)
ts,num time required for solidifying all the PCM domain in the discharging simulation (s)
T temperature (◦C)
TC average temperature on the right (cold) surface of the PCM-based sample (◦C)
TH average temperature on the left (hot) surface of the PCM-based sample (◦C)
Ti initial temperature of the numerical domain (◦C)
Tm melting peak temperature of the PCM (◦C)
Tref buoyancy reference temperature used in the Boussinesq approximation (◦C)
Ts solidification peak temperature of the PCM (◦C)
TPCM average temperature of the PCM (◦C)
T1m temperature when PCM begins melting during charging (◦C)
T2m temperature when PCM is completely melted during charging (◦C)
T1s temperature when PCM is completely solid during discharging (◦C)
T2s temperature when PCM begins solidifying during discharging (◦C)
U vector of velocity of the fluid (m s−1)
v velocity magnitude (m s−1)
V volume (m3)
Greek letters
β Thermal expansion coefficient of the PCM (◦C−1)
δ identity matrix or Kronecker delta function (-)
µ dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
ρ volumetric mass density (kg m−3)
ρref reference volumetric mass density (kg m−3)
τ shear stress (Pa)
∆Thyst difference between Tm and Ts (◦C)
∆Tm melting temperature range (◦C)
∆Ts solidification temperature range (◦C)
∆T1m difference between Tm and T1m (◦C)
∆T2m difference between T2m and Tm (◦C)
∆T1s difference between Ts and T1s (◦C)
∆T2s difference between T2s and Ts (◦C)
Abbreviations
AHS additional heat source method
DSC differential scanning calorimetry
MDSC modulated differential scanning calorimetry
PCM phase change material
RMSE root mean square error
TES thermal energy storage
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TPS transient plane source
VHC volumetric heat capacity
Subscripts
i initial (t = 0)
f final
l liquid
m melting
s solid/solidification
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